
Minutes:  Sociological Practice Section Business and Council Meetings 
August 16, 2004 

 
 
AGENDA – Council Meeting August 16, 2004 

 
Opening comments 

Minutes approval 

Presentation of Budget 

New Council Members, Outgoing Council Members 

Handbook and duties of council members 

Website 

Reception, Section Awards  

SAS/SPA Merger 

Integration of SACS with the Section 

ASA Practice Award nominations 

New Name for the section 

SPA Meeting information 

Introducing the New Chair 

Other?   

Adjourn 

 
 
ATTENDANCE: 
 
Leora Lawton  Kristine Ajrouch  Lynette Mosby 
Eleanor Lyon  Melodye Lehnerer  Ritch Milby 
Jim Hougland  C. Margaret Hau  Jay Weinstein 
Cindy Sipe  Joyce Iutcovich   Kathryn Goldman Schuyler 
Mary Cay Sengstock 
 
 
Call to Order by Leora Lawton, Chair 
 
Welcome to combined Council/Business Meeting. 
 
Introductions  
 
Passed out a copy of the minutes from last year’s meeting for people to review; copy is on the 
web site if people want to read them more carefully 
 
Have a draft budget for the coming year.  Have a fairly constant amount of money in the budget 
because we tend to spend what we take in, so balance remains the same. 



 
Decided to take out an advertisement this year to highlight section activities and career 
workshops – section’s share was $280. 
 
Trying to bring a bit more money in – trying to make the section more of a networking 
environment.  Hoping that we can become a bridge more like that. 
 
New Council Members – incoming this year are Troy Adams, Linnette Mosby and Steve Picou. 
 
Outgoing are Eleanor Lyon (who is also Chair-Elect); Siamak and Jay Weinstein, who is the 
incoming Chair. 
 
What I did during this year to clarify things – when I was on council had no idea what I was 
doing – so I made a handbook.  All of that’s on the website.  URL:  www.techsociety.com/asa. 
 
As council people and as non-council people, should get to know the web site – has information 
about the session and will be linked to SAS/SPA. Has a calendar of events, when things are due, 
etc.  ASA gives you a handbook when become a member of the council – gives dates, but doesn’t 
tell you how to do things.  But have provided some of that information on the website.   Also, 
there will be a link to a searchable directory of consultants. 
 
Have given Council members specific tasks – based on which year member is on the council.  
First year – program duties; Second year – nominations and communications; third year – awards.  
Helps to relieve Chair from having to do everything., 
 
This year we were asked by Program Committee to do a bunch of workshops – primarily because 
we requested to be able to do these.  Ended up with several workshops – many more than in 
previous years.  We need to take some ownership to ensure that applied sociologists have some 
reasons for attending the meetings.  Next year’s program committee should think about what 
workshops should develop for next year – could be repeat of some of those from this year or new 
ones.  A great creative opportunity. 
 
Reception – this afternoon at 6:30 in Union Square 12 – 4th floor. With good food, we hope. 
 
At the reception will be giving the reception awards – have 2 – the student award (name) and 
Charles Vert Willie, emeritus professor at Harvard. 
 
Want to talk about ASA practice award – committee assigned to award for the Association – one 
was not give this year.  We need to ensure that we nominate someone who is deserving of this 
recognition.  Didn’t recognize any of the committee members – don’t think there is anyone who’s 
a member of the section on that committee [there isn’t].  Have a friend on the ASA Council will 
try to raise that as an issue at Council, if an opportunity avails itself. 
 
One thing developing in applied and clinical soc – coming merger of SAS and SPA.  Think it’s a 
good thing.  Believe that relationship between that new organization and the section will be a 
synergistic one.  Want to make that a positive, mutual, reciprocal relationship.   
 
SPA meetings are happening today and tomorrow.  Asked Melodye to talk about that.  Kathyrn 
has the information.  Copies of the program, but not enough to give out.  Starts at Union Square 9 
– at 12:30; first session is at 2:30 and another one at 4:45 – sessions don’t have names.  Joint 
reception with the Section this evening.  Continues tomorrow with sessions up here.  A lunch and 



general membership meeting at 12:45.  Have a great panel at 8:15 on Sociological Practice with 
people who’ve had no involvement with the Section or the SPA previously. And Ross Koppel 
also has a great session at the same time.  Great bunch of sessions, but no one knows about them 
because not advertised. 
 
Good segueway to some other issues.  Membership issues.  The more we have to offer, the easier 
it will be to bring that up.  When organized the workshops, tried to bring in some new people.  
For those of you who are faculty, need to get students involved in the section.  May need to think 
about our services and products.   
 
Jay – at what time of year did you start to organize those workshops? 
 
L – had to have information into the ASA by October, but never to early to start. 
 
Joyce – the program committee meets, anyone can submit ideas.  They will meet in February – 
would be good if had all suggestions at that point.   
 
L – there’s also a December deadline. 
 
Joyce – now in the process of getting everything put together about the type of sessions (actually 
they probably met last February for next year’s meeting).   
 
L – for the section topics – already working on two years for now. 
 
If we want to have an impact on the ASA – have to be proactive and submit those sessions. 
 
Kathryn – do you know how we can get a session co-sponsored. 
 
Joyce- who’s the incoming President (Troy Duster) – technically the incoming president is the 
Program Committee Chair – but Janet Astner works with him.  If your session is already 
accepted, just ask that it’s co-sponsored. 
 
Joyce – normally in Feb when they make decisions about what’s accepted – should communicate 
right after that. 
 
Kathryn – had about a 5 month lag before heard anything. 
 
L – tried to do something on energy because working on that last year; know there’s a lot of 
sociologists working in the energy field.  But didn’t get supported.  Model was that would have 
brought in other sociologists who aren’t members of ASA to try to get them back into the fold. 
 
Encourage people again to come up with ideas and submit them to the committee. 
 
Jim – rec’d a letter a couple of weeks ago asking me to chair a session on applied and clinical 
research.  As organizer of such a session, if get enough papers, can propose to expand that to two 
sessions rather than one.  Also an opportunity to collaborate with Eleanor on developing session 
for next year.  If you know of people who are interested in submitting a paper, good idea for them 
to submit them to both Eleanor and me. 
 
L – next year is 100th anniversary.  Talked with Sally Hillsman about having section contribute to 
that by sponsoring something on the history of applied/clinical sociology.  Do have an e-mail list 



that Chair can post to.  De-facto, people tend to use the SAS list to post announcements.  But use 
of that list is a good way to get the word out – about other sessions beyond the one that’s directly 
sponsored by the Section. 
 
Joyce – I am no longer on the program committee; did it two years in a row; a very mysterious 
process; no real reason why something gets accepted and other things not – a real crap shoot; if 
you have your buddies on the committee. 
 
L – so how do you get on the Committee  
 
Joyce – not really sure, but think they look for someone from the applied field. 
President really  has the say-so as to who’s on the committee.  But they may solicit people. 
 
The cycle is about two years in advance.  Duster is taking over, his committee would have met 
last February.  New president is probably already putting together her committee, or may have 
already been selected for the 2006 meetings.   
 
Kathryn – does anyone know her? 
 
Jay – I know her. 
 
Kathryn – you want to talk with her about getting one of us on the committee? 
 
Jay – should I just get a hold of her – what should I ask her. 
 
Kathryn – try to get someone on the section on the committee 
 
Joyce – may have tried to do a holdover with Steve, because they asked me to do another year. 
 
L – concerned that Steve might not be too active because his wife is ill. 
 
Joyce –might just want to contact Janet Astner. 
 
L – I talked with Sally and she’s been sympathetic.  But also think that contacting Cynthia Fuchs 
Epstein would be helpful. 
 
Talked about a new name for the section.  Has been a topic of meetings most year.  Concern 
about “branding” of the section.  Should come up with a name that is more extant and that also 
supports the new merge of associations.  Believe it’s going to be something like Society for 
Applied and clinical Sociology.  What do folks think about that type of change.  Before open up 
to discussion, will see that Practice was selected to specifically avoid use of those terms. 
 
Jay – another important impetus is the Commission on Applied and Clinical Sociology.  For the 
sake of symmetry would have the commission, probably the new association, the journal will 
have that name and thus if Section took on that name would be symmetry. 
 
L – know there are historical issues, but think the idea of having a consistent name would be 
helpful. 
 
People don’t know what Sociological Practice is.   
 



Jay- Could be changed by a vote of the Section. 
 
L – We don’t want it to be voted on unless we think it has a good chance of passing, by a fairly 
good margin. 
 
Kathryn – isn’t the Association’s award for Sociological Practice?  Terms Applied and Clinical 
raises some red flags with my department.  Maybe we should wait until we see what happens with 
SAS/SPA.   Agree that it’s outrageous that no one from our section was a member of that awards 
committee. 
 
Joyce – you have to recognize that those committees review nominations.  If the committee had 
no nominations, they probably didn’t do anything proactive to solicit nominations. 
 
Kathryn – I did submit a nomination the previous year.  Takes some considerable effort to put 
together a nomination.  Could have considered that for this year. 
 
L – had a friend who was on an awards committee, took some proactive steps to call folks she 
knew to solicit nominations. 
 
Who should take that responsibility?   
 
L – Maybe those who are already part of the awards committee for the section – link with the 
Association award. 
 
Jay – we should expect ourselves and Council members to take a proactive stance.  Chair has a 
responsibility, but shouldn’t do everything. 
 
L – ideally the person who serves as Chair would have served as council person, so has some 
background in what the tasks are. 
 
K – let me ask right now – please send us names of people both for our awards and for the 
general ASA award. 
 
L – there are dates that come up.  Track those in the newsletter.  I basically looked on-line search 
to try to identify potential people who might qualify for the awards.   
 
L – going back to the new name for the section, are we a little bit premature. 
 
Kristin – is it possible that the new association, will have something about Practice in their name? 
 
Jay – it’s possible because name is not set yet, but the momentum seems to be toward Applied 
and Clinical.  But we might want to wait to see, if we do want to encourage symmetry. 
The vote is just part of the process; there was a lot of discussion before the merger and not just 
about the name.  Not too early to have discussion. 
 
Eleanor – is there a process for changing the name of the ASA award?   
 
Yes – probably through Council. 
 
Jay – the naming of the award – Jim was that to be consistent with the section? 
 



Jim – I have no knowledge.  A plausible assumption, but really don’t know. 
 
In the back of the program there is a listing of awards and  a number of them have changed names 
over the years? 
 
L – anything else we want to discuss before I introduce the new chair. 
 
Kristin – I was wondering if we want to think about different ways of fundraising for the section?   
 
L – what would be use the money for? 
 
K  - not sure; maybe to have coffee at the business meeting – just to make the section a little more 
financially well-off 
 
L – might be an idea; 
 
K – could we also use the money to help solicit students, to help pay for their memberships; or 
help to get students to the meeting; or to help offset the costs 
One way to encourage the growth of the section is through recruiting students, but they often 
don’t have funds to be able to participate. 
 
L – sponsorships might be one way to do. 
 
K – possibly a book raffle.  Someone in section who may have written a book, could donate and 
members could buy raffle tickets.   
 
L – my attitude about this, ideas are great, but someone has to develop a process for making it 
happen. 
 
Jay – would you be willing to develop some ideas and forward them to the Chair. 
 
Kristin – yes, I think that would be great 
 
Eleanor – new topic – as part of the orientation today, said that for next year, looking for each 
section to identify two historical moments in the last 100 years where area has had an impact on 
Society.  Believe that this section ought to have a lot contribute. 
 
Melody – David ? just did a piece about a woman’s contribution to the Brown vs. BOE (she just 
died recently – cant think of her name). Louise something?  David Kallen did the piece. 
 
Jay – can you make sure that we get that organized, as chair elect? 
 
L – any other comments, thought? 
 
Then I am pleased to introduce Jay Weinstein.  Who I know will do wonderful things to 
strengthen the section; strengthen the connection with the new association. 
 
Jay – I want to thank Cindy for becoming our permanent recording secretary. 
 
As everyone knows this is a double meeting – first meeting as Council now meeting as a Section. 
 



First want to thank Leora for her wonderful work as Chair.  She was effectively Chair for two 
years in a row because the previous chair was not able to fulfill many of the functions. 
 
There were several innovations  - including the workshops and the refined responsibilities.   
 
I am an activist type of volunteer worker in organizations, so expect to follow Leora’s example in 
doing a number fo things.  The name change issue I do think we’ll follow up on and take on as a 
two year project.  Discuss whether we do want to put a name change to a vote.  Follow up on 
issues discussed about the ASA award, the journal, etc. 
 
Yesterday met with Ross and Michael ? – name change of the journal.  The line of least resistance 
is to call it the Journal of Applied and Clinical Sociology.  We met with Dean Bergencamp – for 
many years part of big publishing company, now has his own company; working with him to see 
if we can get the journal published.  For many years was self-published.  The section has a 
newsletter, but for all intents and purposes, this is also our journal. 
 
Mary Kay I referred to your website for a nice set of definitions. (Wayne State web site).  I’ve 
always found it very useful. 
 
Wanted to ask Leora if you can help us with who is going to give the awards tonight. 
 
L – I thought that I would.  Was planning to read what we said in the newsletter. But if someone 
thinks they can do a better job. 
 
Jay – thank you. 
 
Chuck Willie was in our session this morning.  Was nice to see him. 
 
Think one other point.  Leora mentioned the persistent problem of the size of our session.  There 
are far more applied/clinical/practicing sociologists than are part of this section.  Many are not at 
universities and are not easy to reach, not necessarily in our networks.  Tough to get them.  Many 
of them are not identified as Sociologists in their positions, will always be difficult to get them.  
But there are also many people at these meetings who are applied, or practicing or clinical.  In 
almost every session, there are people who are in practice areas.  I have some ideas about it.  
Would like to approach chairs of other sections and talk about joint memberships, etc.  think 
about having people who are applied sociologists to use that identification – beyond their 
substantive area.  Very important effort – getting membership is important, but also for visibility. 
 
Eleanor – important for viability of section in the future – will be more financial consequences for 
sections with memberships less than 200 members.  Will be only $300 (down from about $800 
currently).  So there is some urgency. 
 
Jay – public sociology is applied sociology – we need to capture that spirit.  The audience, 
potential membership we have is enormous.  Should be able to easily get an additional 50 
members to increase our membership. 
 
L – difficulty is that we are not topic-oriented; don’t have a section on “academic sociology”; 
many people just stay as members of subject sections.  Until we figure that out, will have a 
problem.  Ross’s idea was that every session should have some kind of applied paper included.  
May need a paradigm shift; possibility of taking some of the pressure off. 
 



Jay – we need to fight the battle on both fronts.  Think it was one issue ago of the ASR  - an 
article on networks and how school attended influences their success.  Replication of elites. Part 
of the problem is that the peer network that is formed in the “family” section has more rewards 
than the peer network that can be formed in the applied section. 
 
Do hope we can come to some kind of closure on it this year, so that we have some type of 
motion to make next year; or movement or something. 
 
Through with my remarks, prepared to adjourn unless other comments, 
 
Two announcements – don’t forget SPA meetings that are here.  6:30 this evening, please come to 
the reception and awards ceremony. 
 
Kathryn – when went down to the ASA information desk – oh thank goodness, people have been 
asking about this and didn’t know what to tell them.  The good news that they were welcoming 
the information.  The bad news was that they didn’t have the information; Janet Astner would 
have given SPA a table.  They are very receptive to getting the information out. 
 
Jay – the Executive Office is very supportive of us.  They are applied sociologists.  Sally was at 
SAS meeting last year; Carla was award winner.  But they are not the Council, they don’t make 
the policy. 
 
L – I do have a voice on Council via a good friend this year.  She’s supportive of us.  What would 
we want her to say for us.  
 
Jay – the point that you made that we’re not an ordinary section;.  We have a relationship with 
most other sections that no other section have – that is that part of what we do is also what they 
do.  Sessions that have our section’s name in it would be helpful. 
 
L – might be able to help other sections get additional sessions if co-sponsored by our section. 
 
Mary Kay – a couple of years ago, a colleague was trying to develop a new section. She was 
willing to reimburse new members for the $12 to join the section if they would join.  Might want 
to offer to do something like that. 
\ 
Jay –we can do that; have in the past; but we also want to recruit people who become active 
members. 
 
Kathryn – there is one option – associate membership in ASA  - cheaper 
 
Jay – come join us in Bethesda, on the 4th of November through the 6th at the Hyatt Metro Station 
for SAS meetings.  Great location for a lot of reasons.  Believe will have first joint meeting of the 
new organization Philly next year. 
 
Important to keep some joint meetings with ASA. 
 
Jay – not sure that will be permanent but will for next year. 
 
Adjourned.   


